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One Cold Night

The Weird Discovery of the Aliens

One cold, snowy winter night, I was
angry with my brother, so I wandered across
the vast field.
The snow was falling very hard, and a
feeling of security filtered through me as the
snow battered against my face. It made a thick
layer over everything, and it was hard to move,
so I stamped across to avoid sinking in.
The field was vast, and Ellen came with
me. The path was only thinly covered, and we
trudged through it. We felt very calm and
content as we strolled together. We came
across sheep, horses – and a bull which nearly
trampled us down!
The wind started to batter us and we
felt frozen, so we stomped in rhythm to try and
warm up. We pulled our scarves over our
mouths. I zipped up my thick coat and pulled
up my hood, stuffing my hands into my pockets.
The sunset was stunning. We saw several
farmers herding the sheep to the barn, and the
air was sweet with the smell of snowflakes.
Finally, we felt too cold and started to
head back. It seemed like a long way, but we
managed in the end.
Julia Sockett

When the airplane took off for Japan,
something was not right. The stewards began
to change and then a dozen aliens appeared.
The airplane flew into a weird cloud, then
hundreds of passengers screamed. The plane
plunged down and suddenly it exploded. I
jumped out and landed on a spacecraft with
aliens inside eating barbecue chips.
The aliens were surprised and spoke in
a strange language (I recognised some
Russian). They were multi-coloured, with one
leg and no arms and wore black suits and red
ties. One of them showed me to a door to enter
the spacecar. They welcomed me in French.
They said they came from planet xcv1320llo
and that their names were ME27 and ME28.
The aliens were here to visit planet Earth.
Suddenly, a meteorite crashed into the
spacecar. It bounced up and down like a
meteorite and crashed on the White House. The
FBI arrived with their biggest tanks. I put the
little aliens in my red Eastpak bag and left the
spacecar. On my way out I saw Barak Obama
and Mitt Romney running out, yelling like little
girls scared of spiders.
I walked towards my house and the
aliens asked me to help them rebuild their
spacecar to return to space. My house was 15
miles from the White House. My stomach was
growling, then I saw a MacDonald’s. I went in
and said to the employee, “I’d like a Big Mac
and chicken nuggets.”
The aliens tasted the chicken nuggets
and liked them, and when we had finished the
food, we left and walked to my house.
When we arrived home, my Dad and
Mom were doing yoga in the kitchen. My Dad
said, “Oh my son! You are not in Japan?”
“No,” I said, “My plane exploded.”
“Ahhh!” screamed my Mom, “Your plane
exploded?”
She collapsed.
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My Dad prepared a strawberry
exploded, put your head in your arms, we are
milkshake for me.
going to crash…”
Then my bag shook. I went to the
Now Henry’s mother did not look like a
garage and an alien jumped out. He said, “Could
flower at all!
you make us a new spacecar?”
“Henry, can you send a message to Dad
I had an idea: I took my Dad’s Twizy and
and say we are going to crash?” asked his
the alien built a big motor. We fitted it into the
mother.
car.
“No, I don’t have time and anyway he
“Goodbye,” I said. The two aliens
will learn it one way or the other.”
climbed into their space Twizy with a bag of
But suddenly the hostess said, “Sorry, it
chicken nuggets and flew into another galaxy.
was actually the plane next to us.”
Mathéo de Costa
So now they are in Malaysia enjoying
their voyage; those vacations were Henry’s best
ones!
Victoria Govinden
A Strange Tale

Henry’s Very First Trip
“Mom, why can I never take the plane?
When you were smaller, you travelled all over
the world. I am 12 and I have never left
England!”
“Calm down, we are going to…to…to…
we are going to Malasia!”
“Youpi!”
……………………………………
It was now the day to catch the plane.
Henry (he was the little boy) woke up very
early (he usually slept like a bear!). By seven
o’clock he was taking breakfast then at eight he
went to wake up his mother.
“Hey, Mom, we’re going to be late!”
His mother looked at her phone.
“Oh gosh! It’s eight and our plane leaves
at nine!”
Henry’s mother dressed quickly and had
a very rapid breakfast. Then they went to the
airport, which was 30 minutes from the house.
They gave in the suitcases and all that and
finally got in the plane.
At that moment Henry’s mother looked
like a flower as she was not stressed any more.
But ten minutes later they heard a boom and
then a hostess said, “The first motor has

I have not told this story to many
people. It is a strange story and not everyone
would believe it.
One hot, sunny Monday morning I woke
up to go to school. I was so lazy that I had
completely forgotten that it was a special day.
Luckily my mummy gave me breakfast with a
cute little sign on it: on my plate she had put a
super, duper, yummy hot chocolate with two
little heart shaped sugars. I needed to eat some
super, duper, yummy cereal so luckily my dad
brought me my favourite “Love” cereals and I
felt like an angel able to fly with no wings, I was
so happy. The last things on my plate were
toast with fresh strawberry jam. So I think you
can guess that it was Valentine’s Day.
I went to school with pink cheeks and
pink lip gloss, because when you’re a girl on
Valentine’s Day, you have to wear makeup! I
had put on my favourite pink fluffy heart
sweater and a pair of soft leggings and I felt so
good.
In the playground I saw this boy who
was so cute. His name was Tommy (I called him
“Tommy Cutie”). Anyway, don’t tell anyone! But
the cute part was that he came up to me and
said, “I love you,” and kissed me on my pink
rosy cheeks. My head suddenly began to turn
and spin so badly that I fell somewhere…
When I came to, my mum was saying,
“Sweetie, wake up.” I was back in my bed. “You
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had a strange dream, didn’t you?” asked my
very mean. I sleep in the bed of a boy called
mum. I just replied, “Yes.”
“Barfbag”! I feel sick, homesick and very lonely.
It was just a dream…but how come I
Camille Héaulme
could still feel the imprint of his kiss upon my
cheek? A real kiss.
Book Report
Clémence Dupré
This book report is about “Friend or
Stanley’ Escape Plan
Foe” by Michael Morpurgo. The novel’s genre is
adventure because the two boys who are
This is my escape
evacuees from London are going to a new home
plan. The place is high
where there was a German airplane that
and really bumpy. The
crashed in the moor and they went to see if
climate is very arid and
there were any Germans; it is also a mystery
hot. The wildlife is not
because they went to see if there were people
that bad but the yellow
still alive in the plane.
spotted lizards are
Briefly, the book tells the story of David
poisonous, otherwise there are just
who is leaving London with his friend because
rattlesnakes and scorpions. There really is not
it is being bombed by the Germans. They are
that much vegetation: there are weeds and
going to a new home. When they were in their
onions and nothing else.
new home with their new “parents”, Mr and
The terrain is rough. I have all I need to
Mrs Reynolds, they saw a plane that crashed; it
rescue them: a computer, a foldable car, snake
was a German bomber. The two boys went to
serum, a tank of water, a kilo of food, a map, a
see if there was someone left on the moor.
sword, a climbing outfit, a gun and medical
David is the main character at first but
equipment.
Tucky came after. When they saw the Germans,
This is how it’s going to work: I will
David wanted to tell Mr Reynolds because
drive my car to God’s Thumb then climb up. I
something happened that is very sad. But
have a sword to cut out the weed and when I
Tucky didn’t because the German saved David’s
arrive I will give them water and food, then I
life by preventing him from drowning when
will take care of them. Then I will climb back
David didn’t know how to swim.
down and drive them in my car to their homes
This story is set on a farm beside the big
and shoot the yellow spotted lizards (if they try
moor. There are Germans on the moor where
to bite us) with my gun.
the plane crashed. This story is set in the past
Cecilia Westwood
during the First World War.
I liked this book because there was
Stanley’s Diary
suspense. It was easy to read because I did one
line and my dad did the next one and so on.
In the bus to Camp Green Lake, I was
Osheen Turner
very excited. I couldn’t move, because I had
handcuffs plus the journey was nine hours
The Escape
long. I felt really hot, sweaty and thirsty. When
I arrived, I did not see any lake, only a big
They were still going down the hole. The
campsite with no shade. When I got out of the
walls were mossy and watery…the torch had
bus, we entered an office with the guard. Mr Sir
nearly no more battery. The high level of
and the guard had Cokes, but I didn’t. I met Mr
humidity in the air was helpful and dangerous,
Pendanski, and he told me about what we were
because the rope was slipping through their
going to do. He showed me my tent, which is in
fingers. The good thing was that the ugly
“D”. The boys who are with me in the tent are
monster couldn’t sniff them.
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Colin showed Susan a deep hole to the
side. He quickly stepped in and pulled up the
By the sixièmes
humid rope. They were safe. The hole was full
of water and food. It was an old apartment.
I am a thrall. I am
They ran to the double bed and quickly left the
blonde with blue eyes, and I
real world for the magical one. But they didn’t
have a lot of freckles. I live
know that someone was already there…
in a house made of mud
Elisa Audisio
and straw. My owners have
just converted me to
Ode to my bed
Christianity, which is very
wise. It is not like paganism!
Oh bed!
You only have one God and
You make me feel like paradise
his son. My baptism clothes
You are the best bed for my eyes
When I see you I want to jump on you
were beautiful, but my
Without any sighs
owners took them back. They were white (it was
When I sleep on you with my blanket
a dress).
I feel as if I am sleeping in a cat’s fluffy basket
Elisa Audisio
Whenever you’re around
I always seem to smile
540 AD
Candice Gaillez

The Diary of an Anglo-Saxon

Ode to my Pizza
Oh pizza!
You make me feel in paradise
You are the best taste I can feel in my mouth
When I see you I want you
But they say no
Your cheesy taste in my mouth
Mushrooms and ham
When I smell you in the kitchen
I am excited
All the flavours you can put
Sugary salty
Oh pizza!
Laura Pierini
Ode to my pencil case
Oh pencil case!
You make me feel like a cool person
You are the most useful case ever!
When I see you I am bored
And you let me use your pencils
I also made a friend for you
A nice tiger called “Emma”
When I put you in my bag
I am in paradise
Isabelle Westwood

I was very sad today. After a hard winter
that killed a dozen people in the village the fields
didn’t grow anything. My father said we were
going to a new field that is two hours by horse.
Some of my friends have already moved to other
fields in the south of the country. As we went to
our new home, two or three families were also
walking to the south to find a new field. When we
arrived there, the air was nice and we even had a
river next to the house.
Mathéo de Costa
April 13, 476
My name is Rocky. I am 9 years old and I
am German. I live with my tribe in a very cold and
not very fertile land. That is why my family and I
are looking for land to farm and in which we
could stay and live. In Northern Germany (where I
live now) it is always flooded and it is difficult to
grow crops with all the rain. So with my big family
as churls we are going to cross the North Sea in
several small boats. The problem is that we need
to bring and carry all our tools, weapons,
belongings and our farm animals. I personally
think we are going to Britain, as my grandpa
already went there.
Clémence Dupré
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501 AD
outside. I have a small brother who is seven years
old, and an older sister who is twelve years old.
I am called Jeremiad and I am 10 years
Their names are Thomas and Lucie. In our fields
old. I am a thrall and I think I will be a thrall all my
we grow onions and leeks… At home we only eat
life. It is just horrible to be a thrall at this age.
what we grow, so we almost always eat the same
Maybe some people think we are happy because
thing.
all we just need to obey but this is completely
Camille Héaulme
false. We work all day long doing horrible things.
All we do is work. The worst thing is when it is hot
My name is Justine, I am a girl and I don’t
or you are sick because they don’t care and make
know my age. All I know is that I am a thrall. I live
you work instead of taking care of you. I wish I
in bad conditions. I dream of living in a big house
could be a king.
with my family but I think it is not possible. I
Candice Gaillez
believe in many gods and goddesses.
I have few clothes but they are dirty
clothes. When I have time I can wash them in the
river. I have one piece of jewelry and it is precious
to me. I got it when I was born because I wasn’t
dead… some babies die because they don’t
survive in air, but I was lucky.
My dad, my brother and I go farming
every day, if it is bad weather or good weather, or
it is hot or cold. We grow wheat and vegetables.
Laura Pierini
Today is May 6, 600 AD. It’s 10pm and I
can’t sleep (I guess it’s because it is raining and
the straw of our roof is falling apart). But let me
tell you how my day was. So, this morning I woke
up to prepare breakfast for me, my husband and
our two children. When they woke up we ate.
Once we were ready we went to our fields.
Fragim, my husband, went to cut barley with our
son, while my daughter and I were picking some
berries. It was then time to eat so we went back
home for a quick lunch. But while we were eating
the reeve came to collect some feorms. Once we
were finished, Fragim went back to the fields and
I went in town to exchange our goods (onions,
berries, barley…).
Victoria Govinden

597 AD, Tiw’s Day
Today I woke up full of glee. I am a thane
and my family is very, very rich. I got up and gave
thanks to Woden, his wife Freo and Bealdor. I
went over to where my mother was cooking stew
over a big fire. “Good morning, mom. Looks like
you are wearing your pretty brooch,” I said. “Can
I go out today by the beach?” I asked. And, with
my mother’s permission, I went down to the
beach. My father came down and told me: “Come
back to the house now, it could be dangerous.”
Now this may sound like overprotection, but us
Saxons have many enemies like the Jutes or the
Angles. So I went back to the house and we
sacrificed a goat to the gods.
Julia Sockett

January 1, 441
My name is Lisa and I am 10 years old. I
am what we call a churl, so I have to help my
parents a lot in the fields. Most of the time, I am
in the fields helping my parents. I also love to play

My name is Tiwiwi, I am 35 years old and I am a
thane. I govern a big group of about 1,000
people. I thought about something strange, that
is, to take land from the Britons. I think it is very
difficult to cross the North Sea.
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I am from Northern
Germany. I live in a big house with
BOOK REPORTS
my family. My house is bigger than
the others because the other
by the Cinquièmes
houses are huts and they measure
about 6 meters long by 3.5 meters,
and there is a little hole to go out.
My house is much bigger.
Osheen Turner
615 AD, Sunday
Today I woke up at a really
early time. My master hits me with a stick to
wake me up. I hate him a lot. He constantly hits
me with that stupid stick even when I obey his
orders. I was sold to my master, who is called
Master Marcus, for 1,000 denarius. When he
bought me I was only 3 years old. He was nice to
me when I was a child. Now he is being mean to
me.
In the middle of the day the whole family
goes to church because they are all Christians. I
don’t really have a religion and they refuse to
baptize me. When I ask all they do is laugh.
Cecilia Westwood
Today I was doing work because I am a
thrall, a slave in Anglo-Saxon society. I was
thinking about the thanes. The thanes are so
lucky. They don’t work a lot.
I live near a forest. That is actually good
because we can kill animals for food and get a
few branches for fire. I also live near the river for
water.
I live in Bernicia, England. I have no family.
They were killed.
My life is very unfortunate. I live in very
bad conditions (that is what slaves do and have). I
live in a small, stinky house made with wood. I
make new things with wood and silver, like dishes
and maybe jewelry.
I am a Christian. I have many friends who
help me. I keep on wondering in my head,
“Please, help me God. I believe in you.”
Isabelle Westwood

The Fault in Our Stars
“The Fault in Our Stars”, by John Green,
is a great book. It is realistic and shows us that
children affected by cancer are not that lucky in
life. This story takes place in the 21st Century,
in America. Hazel is a 16-year-old teenager
with lung cancer. She is diagnosed when she is
13 years old. One of my favorite quotes from
Hazel is, “Depression is not a side effect of
cancer. Depression is a side effect of dying.”
She is depressed until she meets Augustus in a
support group. He is an 18-year-old teenager
who had leg cancer. He fights against the
sickness, but it leaves him with only one leg.
Hazel and Augustus fall in love and are happy,
but then, something heartbreaking happens.
Carla Pierini
The Fault in our Stars
“The Fault in our Stars” is a book
written by John Green. It is fiction and a love
story. “The Fault in our Stars” is an interesting
book which helps the reader learn a lot about
the world we are living in.
The characters are unique
because they don’t live the
same life as others do. The
story is about two
teenagers, Hazel and
Augustus, who have
cancer. They meet in a
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support group at the hospital and become
Becky set off for the other side of Great Britain
friends and then fall in love. They have quite an
looking for him, where they find a portal that
adventure during the story. This is a book that I
takes them to a totally different galaxy. Then
would recommend to people who like romance.
the real adventure starts. I would recommend
Heloise Roche
this book to people who like fast, action-packed
adventure and stories about friendship. I think
If I Stay
“Boom!” really deserves 5 gold stars.
Leo Abadie
“If I Stay”,
written by Gayle
The Lord of the Rings: The Fellowship of the
Forman, is a book
Ring
about a 17-year-old
girl named Mia who
This book is a fiction fantasy which
is a musician like her
takes place during the Middle-Ages in another
family and her boyfriend. She grows up around
world called Middle-Earth. The Fellowship of
music because her parents were in a band and
the Ring is about a powerful ring made to rule
love music. One snowy day, her family decides
the world by a malicious dictator called Sauron.
to go on a trip, but out of nowhere, a car comes
A young Hobbit named Frodo inherits the ring
and causes a serious accident, killing her
from his uncle Bilbo, who finds the Ring in a
family. Mia has a difficult choice. A choice
cave. Frodo finds out about the ring’s
between staying for love or leaving to join her
unexpected influence and sets out on a quest to
family in heaven. If you want to find out, I
Rivendell with his gardener, Samwise Gamgee,
recommend reading this incredible book.
to find out what to do with it. This is a perfect
Amaya Maldonaldo
book to read while lying down on a blanket
outside on a warm summer’s day.
One Wish
Matilda Mauth
The author of “One Wish” is Michelle
Harrison. She has also written three other
books. “One Wish” is great because the
imagery is realistic; it is so well-written that it
is as if you are there. It is also very mysterious.
The book is about a tree which can grant your
heart’s desire. When a boy is kidnapped, which
wish will he use to save himself? I would
recommend it to pre-teen girls because there
are a lot of friendly relationships and it also has
a sprinkle of magic. When you finish, you will
have dreams about it for at least a week after.
Camille Yekpe
Boom!
“Boom!” by Mark Hadden, is about two
young boys who have problems with their
teachers at school. They finally discover that
their teachers are aliens, and Charlie, one of the
two boys, is kidnapped because of his
discovery. Charlie’s friend James and his sister

The Lord of the Rings
The “Lord of the Rings”, a trilogy written
by J.R.R. Tolkien, is the story of a Hobbit named
Frodo who inherits a magical ring from his
adoptive
father. This
ring is
wanted
desperately
by the
enemy
forces.
Frodo and
his friends,
led by a wizard named Gandalf, set off on a
quest full of danger and peril to ensure that the
ring’s power is destroyed and out of the
enemy’s reach in order to save Middle-Earth
from war. This is a high-fantasy novel, full of
action and adventure.
Henri De Longeaux
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Insurgent
HISTORY
Beatrice Prior knows her world has
fallen apart. Her parents are dead. She has
killed one of her best friends and her faction of
origin has been destroyed. Now a crazy woman,
thirsty for power, wants to kill her and her
divergent friends! However, Beatrice must
work with this lunatic to discover a secret that
will uncover the world beyond the fence that
traps her. Will she crack under the pressure?
Or, will she persevere and survive? Beatrice
brushes with death more than once. She will
feel fear throughout the story, as well as grief
and guilt for the mistakes she has committed.
Veronica Roth has written a science-fiction
novel that will surprise you!
Lucas McEachern
Harry Potter
Recently I read the third volume of the
Harry Potter books, “Harry Potter and the
Prisoner of Azkaban.” This action-filled,
thrilling book, like all the others, is about magic
and mystery. The story is about an orphan
named Harry, a boy who has a scar on his

forehead, wears glasses and has untidy hair. He
goes to a wizard school called Hogwarts. This
book is about his third year at Hogwarts and as
usual, he and his friends, Ron and Hermione,
have to overcome their problems and solve a
mystery. It is a good novel that engages the
reader because it contains a lot of action and
cliffhangers, there is good description, and it is
very interesting. I recommend this book and all
the “Harry Potter” series to people who like
magic, fantasy, action, mystery and thrills!
Liam Donaghy

by the Cinquièmes
NORMAN NEWS: The Battle of Hastings
On 14h October, 1066, at around 9:30 in
the morning, the Battle of Hastings began.
William believed God was on his side. He ordered
his soldiers to unleash the arrows. Harold’s men
formed a shield wall and hid behind it. The
English shouted, “Out! Out! Out!”
William sent some of his troops to go
break the shield wall. Because of the hill his army
was tired before even fighting. They fought for a
while but the Normans could not break through
the wall. William galloped among them. He
ordered his men to run away. The English came
down to chase after them to kill the Normans.
They kept on repeating the trick over and over
again and the English kept falling for it. They were
cut to pieces.
At about 6:00 PM Harold was killed.
William won the fight!
Heloise Roche
Why did William the Conqueror win the
Battle of Hastings?
The Battle of Hastings came to be because
Edward the Confessor forgot to choose an heir to
the English throne. There were three possible
successors: Harald Hardrada, King of Norway;
William, Duke of Normandy; and Harold
Godwinson, Earl of Essex. During the first battle,
the Battle of Stamford Bridge, Harald and Harold
fought for the throne. Harold won, but he was
not as lucky during the Battle of Hastings. The
Battle of Hastings was between William and
Harold. Harold got killed (disembowelled or shot
in the eye). There are many reasons why William
won the Battle of Hastings, but there are three
which I find particularly important: his army, his
leadership skills and, the most important, his
strategy.
The first reason I think William won is
because of his army. I think the way William
chose to arrange them with the archers in the
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front who are armed with small wooden bows
improvisation helped him on the way. In the end,
that could fire 6 to 7 arrows a minute (page 17,
Harold just fell for the trick and paid for his
Invasion, Plague and Murder, by Aaron Wilkes).
mistake.
The archers didn’t like close-up fighting. William
Matilda Mauth
also had knights known as spearmen who were
Evolution of castle design
armed with meter long swords and kite-shaped
shields. These are the main part of William’s
William introduced castle building to
army. Finally, there was the cavalry: armed with
England in 1066, when he conquered the English.
spears, a sword or mace. These soldiers sat on
Castles changed and evolved over the years to
their war horses with heavy chainmail and the
have better protection and to live in better
same shields as the
conditions. I am going to talk about this evolution
spearmen.
in castle designs.
The second
William the Conqueror built motte and
reason William won was
bailey castles because it was quick to construct
because of all the
and he did not have enough men to run England.
leadership skills he
They needed bases from which to control the
developed over the
countryside and strongholds to protect them
years. He came from a
from Saxon attacks. A wooden castle had
fighting family and had
strengths and weaknesses. Its strengths were that
been fighting and ruling
it was built quickly, it was cheap, it only needed
since he was 7 years
basic materials and the height of the ditch was an
old. William was also a
advantage. But there were a lot of weaknesses,
Duke in the strongest
like for example: it burns and rots easily; one
part of France, Normandy. William knew how to
could climb over the motte and attack; building
protect land and fight for his country.
large mottes is a difficult task; larger hills require
The last reason I think William became
more piled earth than smaller hills; and the living
king was because of his strategy. When Harold
quarters meant for the noble was quite small,
arrived on the hill known as Senlac Hill, William
cramped and not luxurious.
was having trouble attacking because of the hill.
The stone keep castle was a better design
William pretended to retreat and ran back to the
because it had more protection. It was stronger
camp, but half way through, the Saxons attacked
and built with higher towers, thicker walls. It had
thinking they were winning. Unfortunately for
a larger keep for more soldiers, could survive an
them it was trick. William, however, was winning
attack and was fireproof. It also had weakness. It
because the shield wall that the Saxons had
was expensive to build and to maintain and it was
created was growing weaker. Soon William killed
easily sieged.
all the soldiers and, of course, Harold Godwinson.
The concentric castle was then developed
Another piece of evidence that shows that
in
the
12th
and 13th centuries, and offered the
William had good strategy skills was the way he
best protection against attacks and invasions. Like
spread out his army with the archers in front, the
every castle, it has its strengths and weaknesses.
spearmen behind them and finally the cavalry on
It has two walls so defenders could fire on
their horses. This worked because if it weren’t for
attackers even if the outer wall had fallen. The
the shield wall, all the Saxons would probably
walls were built at different levels so that archers
have been dead in 1-2 hours. Luckily for the
on the inner wall could fire over the archers on
Saxons, they had the good idea to make the wall.
the other wall. But concentric castles were
Of course, William won because of all the
extremely expensive to build and to maintain,
reasons above, but William also won because he
and they took a very long time to build and could
had the courage and the strength to last the
be sieged.
battle. He had a technique that worked and
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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The castle designs improved their defense
Good Olde Guitar”, “The Melodious Lutes and
systems because they were stronger, higher and
Toots” and “Jack and Joe Dalton”, the twin
harder to attack. But strong, well-protected
drummers from York. “We’ve practiced so much
castles were no longer needed because there
for this and we can’t wait to be on the stage,”
were no more attacks. The last phase of castles
said Jack Dalton earlier today.
was the luxurious and big palaces like the
“We’ve walked all the way from
Chateau de Versailles or Buckingham Palace. They
Greenwich and are really excited to be here,” said
no longer needed a lot of protection.
Amy Smith, a young lady who was already
Amaya Maldonaldo
queuing this morning to get the best view of her
favourite band, The Melodious Lutes and Toots.
MEDIEVAL CASTLE FOR SALE
Katherine Wood, their elegant, red-headed
tambourine player explained, “We’ve written
Solid, secluded castle on the market
seven new songs for the festival and are really
looking forward to playing them to our fans.”
Solidity of 87%, 3 walls around the inner
The Conquest Festival will be held
courtyard. Beautiful architecture. Access to the
tomorrow afternoon in Hyde Park and will surely
woods, forgery, farms… A lot of land around the
be remembered for many years to come by both
castle. River and a well are at reach.
the King and his people.
Camille Yekpe
This castle is composed of: 10 bedrooms, 4 toilets,
1 dining room and 1 big room for the servants.
Inauguration of a new Cathedral: The Holy
The castle is a 150m2 counting the walls. It is
Mary Cathedral.
almost brand new. It has never been attacked. It
has two gatehouses each with two drawbridges.
Yesterday, the Holy Mary Cathedral was
The total value of this castle is 100,000 pounds
inaugurated with great pleasure by the famous
and it’s a pretty good deal!
Priest Baptist Oxford. Thousands of people from
Liam Donaghy
all England came to see the event!
The Holy Mary Cathedral was inaugurated
Medieval newspaper article
in Oxford, on 19th June 1381. This was quite a big
event for all England: peasants travelled from a
King Richard to open Conquest Festival
long way to see the new Cathedral, nobles came
Tomorrow
in fancy horse-drawn carriages, and the Priest
King Richard II will open the historic
and the Pope spent the night in the Cathedral to
“Conquest Festival” to celebrate the English
pray.
victory over the French. It promises to be a great
“This is quite an event for England!
and joyous event and the stage is said to be so
Another house for God was built, and this one
enormous, it can be seen from miles around.
isn’t like the other churches: it’s a cathedral! Its
There will be twenty-three groups of minstrels
architecture is refined and elegant. May God
and troubadours playing a variety of well-loved
bless us,” said the Bishop René St John.
songs as well as new compositions written
“What a show! The architecture was
especially for the show.
amazing, and the religious men seemed pleased
The musicians and their helpers are
to present a new Cathedral. The mass was
putting the final touches to the stages today and
wonderful too,” said Harold, a peasant.
they all look very impressive. As well as the
This Cathedral is tall and bright; it contains
concerts there will also be a display of
high stained windows to let the light penetrate in
autographed posters which fans will be able to
easily, and pointed arches. It is made of stone,
buy at the end of the Festival. Of the many
and the walls are thin to leave space.
groups performing, the most famous ones are “Ze
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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It took 74 years to build the Cathedral,
Archibald uncovers the truth!
with hundreds of workers. The workers were
One of the king’s best men is the hero of the day.
enthusiastic and positive: “it was an honour
Archibald Cumberbatch is a 30 year old
building this Cathedral!”
knight
who
has all of the king’s trust. He was born
The priest Baptist Oxford had the idea of
in Oxford where he has spent all of his life with
building a new Cathedral in Oxford. “I told the
his wife Guinevere and his two sons Hector and
workers to build a flying buttress in the back of
Arthur. They live in a small concentric castle on
the Cathedral to make it look pretty and strong,
the outskirts of Oxford. Made out of stone, the
of course!” he said.
castle is surrounded by water with only four
Masses and marriages will take place very
round towers as defence.
soon in the Holy Mary Cathedral.
Brave and willing to risk his life, Archibald
Carla Pierini
serves the king. He grew up in a poor family of
peasant
The Peasants’ Revolt
farmers.
Recently there have been revolts against
Although
taxes and wages; peasants have rejected tax
not from
collectors and soldiers of the law. There is a
a noble
group of rebels, mostly peasants and villains, who
family,
led by Wat Tyler have tried to negotiate with the
the king
king.
made an
The main reason the peasants revolted
exceptio
was that the well-known poll tax was getting
n and
more and more expensive because of the war in
allowed
France, which was almost fully conquered by the
Archibald
king’s professional army and needed a lot of
to become a page. Our hero was named squire at
resources to continue.
the age of 13, making him the youngest squire in
The “Peasants’ Revolt” first started 6 days
the history of England. This happened because he
ago. Richard met the rebels at Mile End; the king
was a hard worker and had learnt to read and
gave the peasants all they asked for. Some of
write. He was trained to be a knight by one of the
these filthy peasants slayed the archbishop and
king’s friends.
the king’s treasurer! They were executed to set
When Archibald was named knight, the
an example to the other revolutionaries. We will
Lord of Oxford gave him a piece of land with a
have a minute of silence for these major deaths.
castle, where he lives now. Because Archibald
The next day our Sir William (Mayor of
came from a poor family, he knew where the
Smithfield) chased the rebels out of the city. After
poor people went and one day, with a friend, he
that there were no witnesses able to report what
went to a local pub. That day he heard a group of
happened, but Wat Tyler was killed in the
people talking about plans to kill the king.
incident. The Mayor promised the peasants (as
Archibald told the king and his solders
did the King) what they wanted in exchange for
everything; it is for that reason the king is still
peace and to leave the city.
alive and also why Archibald is so close to him.
In the end the peasants went home, the
The knight has become the Hero of England
taxes lowered a bit, the war against the French
today.
Leo Abadie
continues and, most importantly, our king is safe.
Henri De Longeaux
Best Matchup Ever!!!
If you start to read this you won’t be able
to stop! This was the best matchup in centuries in
_______________________________________________________________________________________________
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the history of medieval tournaments. The Duke of
THOUGHTS
Bourgogne (France) had won 6 tournaments in a
from the Quatrièmes
row in different countries. Against him? The
mighty King of Spain, who had won 13
tournaments throughout his life. The Duke of
My Experience in England
Bourgogne jousted against the King of Spain with
In the three years I lived in England, I
the support of their countries and the local
have
had
many great experiences. The sights
people.
were breathtaking, the food was delicious, and
This tournament took place in Dover on
the music was wonderful, but the thing that I
March 10, 1097. The local Lord and Lady who
remember the most is the people that I met and
sponsored the tournament organized it to
befriended there. At the age of eleven, a closely
celebrate the Lord’s 50th birthday. The Lord was
knit group of four had already been formed.
rich, so the winning prize was big and attracted
Each of them has taught me valuable life
famous competitors such as the Duke of
lessons, and I probably wouldn’t be who I am
Bourgogne, the Lord of York, and the King of
today if it weren’t for them.
Spain. Even though the jousting was the main
Victoria, AKA Vicky, was the first one to
event, let’s not forget the melee, the bear fight,
ever step foot into our school. At the tender age
and the archery competition.
of five, Vicky was already the straight-forward
The main competitors were the Duke of
and sports loving girl we now know her as. She
Bourgogne and the King of Spain. Their battle, an
lives for basketball and is quite competitive.
exciting and surprising combat was epic. At first
Vicky is quite bold but very childlike deep
the King was winning because he had injured his
inside. She taught me that I should always be
French opponent, but then the King fell off his
myself no matter what other people think of
horse and broke his lance, so they both fought
me.
with clubs. Since the Duke was better with
Hazel is our Dutch, chocolate loving
swords, clubs, and axes he was able to break the
little friend. Although tiny, Hazel always shows
King’s ribs and left leg. The Duke went on to win
great strength and manages to amaze us every
the rest of his contests and win the tournament
day. She has strong opinions about things such
and walk away with the 200 gold pieces which
as slavery and World Wars or modern-day
teenage issues such as divorce, fashion, stress,
were the grand prize.
school and many other things. Hazel taught me
A spectator said, “Wow! One of the most
that no matter how life treats you, you have to
amazing battles I have ever seen!”
just stand strong and prove to it that you are
The referee of the combat commented,
good enough.
“The King of Spain tried to cheat when he
Grace is the fun loving, fashionunderstood he was going to lose, but it was still
obsessed
girl in our group. Originating from
one heck of a combat!”
Texas, her red hair and freckles make her seem
This reporter interviewed the local Lord:
like a stereotypical cowgirl. Even though she
Me: “What did you think of the battle?”
always aces her classes, she constantly
Lord: “I thought it was amazing! The most
manages to have fun. As the pretty face of our
exciting one I have ever seen.”
group with the stylish clothes, people often
Me: Do you think the Duke deserved the winning
mistake her for a bubble head. Because of
prize?”
Grace, I have learned that even while working
Lord: “Yes, he is an exemplary man and a great
and living our dreams, we can still manage to
fighter!”
have fun anytime we want.
This battle was outstanding.
All these lessons have taught me that
Lucas McEachern
friendship is more valuable than any jewels or
crowns that Queen Elizabeth II owns. I have
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learned that we can change ourselves for the
must have been during Shakespeare’s time.
better, not only by seeing beautiful sights,
There are still Shakespeare plays going on in
eating great food and hearing beautiful music,
the theatre today and I’d be delighted to go and
but by having great friendships.
see one.
Mathilde Roche
Maya Champion
Shakespeare’s Globe

Shakespeare’s Globe Theatre

As part of the
International school trip
to England, we travelled
to London to visit the
famous Shakespeare
Globe Theatre. I found
this to be the most interesting site we visited.
A dynamic tour guide showed us around the
theatre and told us all about Shakespeare along
the way. She also explained that the theatre
was built on the other side of the Thames River
because during Shakespeare’s time, festivity
and fun weren’t allowed in the actual city.
People saw going to see a performance at the
Globe as a fun place to drink and be
entertained. We could compare it to something
like a bar or a concert nowadays.
The Globe Theatre itself is not very big.
It can only hold 700 people, but in
Shakespeare’s time, it was considered huge. It
was constructed like an amphitheater.
Unfortunately, the original theatre accidently
burnt down, so the theatre we visited was only
a reproduction of it. The decorations and
colours in the theatre were only a guess of
what it would have looked like.
Another interesting fact the tour guide
told us was that at the time when
Shakespeare’s plays were performed at the
Globe, the placement of the seat a spectator had
was very important. The higher up the seat,
the more expensive it cost. This is
understandable because the “groundlings” (the
audience who had to stand up in front of the
stage) would often have to relieve themselves
as the plays were quite long. The stench and
the filth must have been horrible, so to try to
escape from it, people would try to sit high up
in the theatre.
In conclusion, the Shakespeare Globe
Theatre is a lovely place to visit as it definitely

On Thursday 2nd April, the 4eme and
5eme of JB de la Quintinye and College Pasteur
went to England for a school trip. While in
London, we had a tour of Shakespeare’s Globe
Theatre.
For me, this day was beyond compare
because we had a super guide who explained
everything with a lot of interest. First of all, she
talked about Shakespeare as a man and a great
believer in God.
Then, she talked about the Globe
Theatre. Above the stage are all the zodiacs
signs, which for Shakespeare represented the
heavens, angels and gods. The floor of the
stage was the devil, where all the antagonists
and monsters came. The columns, on each side
of the stage are really made of wood, but look
like marble.
To conclude, the guide talked a little bit
about performances at the Globe. Nowadays
they are only in summer. During Shakespeare’s
time, the plays were so realistic that sometimes
the audience got caught up in the performance.
For example in Romeo & Juliet, at the moment
where Romeo is about to commit suicide
because he believes Juliet is dead, a person
from the audience screamed, “But she’s not
dead!” I would say this trip was outstanding
because of the monuments, but also the people.
Lou Ann Penichon
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Medieval Monarchs
by
The Quatrième Students

What can we conclude about young Henry
VIII after reading the sources?
After reading these sources I think
that young Henry was really good at many
activities because the Venetian ambassador in
London said, “He is extremely fond of tennis,
at which game it is the prettiest thing in the
world to see him play.” This means that it is
worth watching him play and from what we
have read in the text we can see that he can
be really good at
some things.
Everybody says
that Henry was
a really good
musician; he also
composed well,
he liked to hunt,
to dance, to play
the lute and he
was extremely
good at learning
languages, at
least this is
what the
modern
historians John
Guy and H. A. Clement and the Venetian
ambassador said.

Eden Tibi

Obituary for Mary I (Catholic point of view)
It is with great sadness that I must
announce the untimely death of our beloved
Queen Mary I. Her highness left us during an
epidemic of influenza on 17th November 1558
at the age of 42. Furthermore, she was
expecting a child when she died. Preparations

are taking place across the land to bid a final
farewell to our dearly departed Queen.
During her
reign, Mary was
often criticised
for not being
tolerant of other
religions with the
heresy acts.
Therefore, she
was unpopular
with certain
members of the
population. This
was a false
impression of dear Mary who simply wanted to
further her Catholic religion. Consequently her
advisers are to blame for encouraging her to
have 284 Protestants killed. Mary kindly
permitted 800 Protestants to leave the
country.
Whereas, under Protestant rules,
churches were emptied. However when Mary
got on the throne, things went back to the way
they were before the Church of England broke
away from Rome: churches were decorated
again, statues returned to churches, priests
weren’t allowed to marry anymore and Mary
made sure copies of the bible were only in
Latin. So it is obvious to all that Queen Mary I
was and is still in our hearts the greatest
Queen who ever lived who defended with great
honour and ambition the Catholic religion.

Maya Champion

How Elizabeth I solved her biggest problems
Every king and queen faced problems
during their reign; Elizabeth I faced many but
is considered the greatest queen of England.
Being young (25 years old) when she was
crowned often pushed people to think she was
naïve. She was, of course, a woman, in a time
when women did not make decisions, unmarried
when it was considered that women needed a
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man to keep them stable and produce heirs,
and daughter of a woman not very well liked.
These things made it hard for her to reign but
adding to her problems furthermore, were the
changes made previously by her sister, brother
and father to the Church.
Consequently her reign was hard but the
queen was evidently intelligent and found ways
to solve most of her problems. Her biggest
problems were who and what she was: young,
unmarried, a woman and daughter of Anne
Boleyn. She solved these problems by growing
up and proving a better queen than any before
her. She was intelligent and well-educated and
used her beauty as propaganda; being
unmarried, Elizabeth had many suitors who
would have done nearly anything to marry the
queen. Not only that but she notably improved
the English navy and made it the greatest of
Europe.
However after solving these problems
she still had to deal with the Puritans, the
Jesuits and the Catholics. Elizabeth was
herself a Protestant but didn’t want to pick
sides. Her siblings and father had left the
country in a mess, which she had to
consequently organise. She decided that
officially the
country
would be
Protestant,
like her, but
Catholics
were allowed
to pray as
long as she
didn’t see it.
It
can be
concluded,
using the
information
above, the
Elizabeth I’s biggest problems were that she
was a female, 25 years old, unmarried and

descendant of Anne Boleyn. She overcame
these problems when she proved herself an
intelligent and beautiful young woman, grew up
and changed England for the better, however
she was never able to overcome the fact that
she was not married and her mother was Anne
Boleyn. Although she did not overcome all
these problems she took advantage of the fact
that she had no husband by juggling around
many suitors who would have done nearly
anything to marry into the crown. Every kings
and queen faced problems during their reign,
Elizabeth was just the one who overcame them
and took advantage of them.

Mathilda Roche

What kind of king was James I?

I think that James I was both a good
and a bad king. He was good because he was
clever, and kind to both Protestants and
Catholics. But he was also a bad king. For
example he was dishonest, became mean to the
Catholics, he was a coward, he lost a lot of
money, he had a lot of fears, and he had an
unpleasant appearance. For all these reasons I
think that James I was a good king but in some
ways he was a really bad king.

Lou-Ann Pennichon
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Poetry

by the Troisième Students
Seasons
That warm summer breeze rolling high in the air,
Knocking out the tiring sad and cold spring rain.
Obliging you to wear two or even one layer
Of clothes, brings out birds and leaves; what a
gain.
But gone in a flash, summer turns to autumn,
All those bright days end. Even the leaves go.
This one is as short as the last for winter comes,
And with it an ice age; quick everyone to the
cave!
Countless nights spent next to the fire,
Just aching to feel the tip of your feet,
Always shouting at the weatherman that he is a
liar,
As warmer times crawl back, you get to your feet.
All these perils and rewards you'll have to endure
Each year, for this is what the seasons are.
Martin Antunes
Friendship
The girl that will always make you laugh,
The girl that makes you smile and cry,
The girl that is considered as your second half,
The girl that will never say goodbye.
The memory of us laughing so hard,
The one that is printed on your mug,
On your birthday, not even a card,
Will show as much love than a hug.
That one big secret that will never be told,
Sharing our stories one by one,
Lasting forever as we grow old,
Talking for hours under the sun.
The girl that I will always remember,
The one that will be in my heart forever.
Charlotte Besaucele

Star Gazing
Tonight you do not want to go to sleep
And prefer gazing at stars in the night,
You can, when you are done with counting sheep
Have more adventures than a brilliant knight.
Thanks to your magic imagination,
You'll live ten minutes that will be intense,
The night will mix scariness and passion,
And sometimes a fun dream will make no sense.
No need to wait for the night, just daydream,
No gazing at stars, just watching a cloud,
Watch for anyone who'll probably scream,
A dream can't last in some places very loud.
Can't you see your dream was delirious?
Come soon for one that's more mysterious!
Sarah Burnod
Earth, I adore you!
What has become of me, there was a warning.
Humans are killing me, there I am toxic.
Nowadays there are acid rains, pouring.
All around me, all is so catastrophic.
Why don't you stop this mean deforestation,
Throwing and wasting, why pollution?
Using my resources, I call that starvation,
Be aware, look around, find a solution.
Sit, rest, admire the beauty of nature,
Listen to the birds singing; see them fly in the sky.
Observe the blossom of flowers delivering their
colour and perfumed flavour,
Enjoy the delicate taste of a peach, you should
try!
I respect you, respect me,
And will be together for eternity.
Shirine Byramjee
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Birds
A new born bird looked down from her nest.
She watched as her brothers were flying high.
If I try to fly I will fall, she guessed.
She went back to sleep but started to cry.
The next day it was time, her mother said.
You must learn the art birds practice daily.
Get up as fast as you can from your bed.
The bird, excited, got up quite gaily.
She pushed off from the tree and spread her
wings.
She flapped hard and quick taunted by her
breath.
The bird felt the wind and some other things:
Fear of heights and plummeting to her death.
But somehow it worked; she was soaring high.
Her brothers joined her and they ate some pie.
Alexia Lavaud
Money

Whether it's an old classic track,
Which travels through time to take you back,
To those great times filled with memories,
Or the one's crying about miseries.
A perfect disc can bring a laugh,
When you remember your wild half,
Lying on the grass with your true friends,
Taking videos and setting trends.
The sound, the beat, it can go so fast,
These exciting moments that will last.
Paloma Maldonado
Central Park
Tempests, winter, rain, and wind begone!
For good memories are made in the sun,
Lounging under the trees of the great Lawn,
Playing baseball with our friends, having fun.
You look so beautiful covered in snow,
The brave and valiant Balto standing guard.
As sweet Alice and her friends start to glow,
People will be crowding the boulevard.

I am not old enough to gain some.
What will I buy when the first note comes?
Maybe I should ask to my gentle mom.
At my age, money comes from moms.

Oh Joy! Summer is back! The water flows
From these glorious sprinklers we love so much!
Here she is, announcing good days: the rose
Emerges, dying at the cold wind's touch.

If I have a lot, I will buy fancy cars.
I have to work for my dreams to come true.
I am just starting to put some in jars.
Will it make my life black, red, brown or blue?

No matter the weather, there is a spark
That ignites the whole of you, Central Park.
Marie Rachel
Oh Fear!

Some people have plenty, some people less.
Some are very happy, some are sad.
If I can give to make children cry less.
I must donate or man, I will feel sad.
Money can buy cars and fill up jars.
But money can also bring people in bars.
Nicolas Le Roy

That One Sound
A sound, a sound it can be so loud,
A noise, a noise it makes you proud,
So much music in a single day,
Hoping those times will always stay.

Oh Fear! Everything I feel or hear,
Makes all my emotions so uncontrollable,
All I want is for these to disappear,
Oh Fear! You are so unpredictable.
Oh Fear! The stomach-aches are
horrendous,
All the head-aches are excruciating,
I believe you are extremely vicious,
Oh Fear! I think I'm hallucinating!
Oh Fear! After all I have gone through,
I will always continue to protest,
I will fight you, gain power over you,
Oh Fear! You will definitely be suppressed.
Oh Fear! I hate your unbearable presence,
You will be sorry after my vengeance.
Lena Turner
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20th Century history

by the Troisième Students
Why didn’t the Germans win the First World
War in the first few weeks?
The Germans came up with a plan to
finish the war quickly. They had a plan called
the Schlieffen Plan. France was on one side
and the Russians on the other. Their plan had
to succeed or Germany would be in danger.
They knew that the Russians would
take six weeks to arrive so instead of waiting
for them, they decided to attack France and
take them by surprise.
Initially the Germans were going to
invade France from the rear and pass through
Paris and surprise the French. After
conquering France they would be able to
defeat the Russians.
Many things went wrong with this plan.
The Russians arrived quicker than expected.
Consequently the Germans would be occupied
with the Russians and wouldn’t be able to
invade France. They forgot that the Belgians
would resist them passing through Belgium.
However, the German leaders did not
take into account that the German soldiers
were exhausted (marching 25 miles in the
summer and they were hungry). Therefore
Germany did not win the war because the
Schlieffen Plan did not work.

of Nations never had the same opinions. The
League did not have an army of its own
because the United States never joined, so
countries didn’t want to send their own
soldiers. All of these reasons show that the
League of Nations was not a great success.

Charlotte Besaucele
DEBATE: In your point of view, do you think
that Communism would improve Russia or not?

In 1917 a revolution in Russia
occurred. Led by Lenin and his Bolshevik
party; the revolution succeeded and a
Communist state arose with Lenin as
Chairman. In 1924, Lenin died from a stroke
and Joseph Stalin took power. Meanwhile, the
USSR had become a Communist state.
In the USSR, work days were limited
to eight hours, all non-Bolshevik newspapers
were banned and factories and banks were
taken to be managed by the state. These are
just some reforms which Communism brought
to Russia. Communism in Russia banned
religion and history but great efforts were
Paloma Maldonaldo
made to put into educating the people.
Private property was confiscated and
How successful was the League of Nations?
everything was for everyone like in a big
family. Though the USSR experienced food
The League of Nations is an
shortages a lot of times, Communism was a
organisation that was set up by the Allies
good thing for the common people, the
after World War I. Their main aim was to stop
peasants, but rather nasty for the nobles.
a second world war and to make peace
Therefore for the big picture,
between the countries. They sorted out
Communism was indeed an improvement in
several problems such as ending drug
Russia, for women who now had equal rights,
trafficking and stopping the sale of weapons
as did 98% of the population who were
but they also made many mistakes. They
peasants, factory workers or soldiers; life
were very ineffective, they were too slow in
improved as new rights were put in place for
their decisions and the people in the League
their welfare.
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Martin Antunes
result the population turned to Communists
On the one hand, Communism pleased
peasants because they could now have their
own land and factories were put under their
control. This had been decided by the
Bolshevik degrees of November and
December 1917. Peasants were happier, so
they could work better. This is why
Communism should have improved Russia.
Despite this, Communism couldn’t
improve Russia. One reason for this is that
the Cheka killed all the intelligent and
educated bourgeoisie, so the young people
could not be educated. This would not
improve Russia because there could not be
scientists or doctors. This illustrates that
Communism would not improve Russia; on the
contrary, it would make Russia become
poorer.

and Nazis.
Meanwhile, rich Germans felt
frightened of Communism and financed Hitler,
thinking he could protect them. Moreover the
political environment was unstable; the
chancellors were dismissed after a few
months. The Germans lost World War I and
the Treaty of Versailles was imposed; Hitler
saw it as treason, humiliating and unfair, and
he wished to free Germany from this severe
treaty. The Germans agreed on this. To gain
even more power, Hitler started propaganda
posters with the help of Goebbels. As a
consequence of this, he gained a lot of
support and power. Germans saw in him a
saviour. These reasons show how Hitler was
very intelligent and had many ideas to make
Germany trust him.

Sarah Burnod

Shirine Byramjee

Why did Hitler rise to power?
Hitler was the perfect man to rise in
the 1930s. Firstly Hitler had had a traumatic
childhood: his father beat him and he had a
strict education. Later, Hitler blamed the
Jews for not saving his mother, as when she
was ill she was seen by a Jewish doctor. He
then started hating everyone. At this point,
Hitler being poor, he put the blame on the
Jews for stealing their “German” houses and
jobs. He wanted Germany to become a “pure
race” country without Jews, Communists and
socialists. Furthermore he had the ability to
be a manipulator, was cold-blooded and a
great speaker. All this illustrates his desire
for power.
It wasn’t only because of his
personality and psychology that he managed
to rise. The economy and environment were
profitable to him. The depression of 1929
created poverty and
unemployment. The
population was getting
angry with the democratic
system which could not
find proper solutions. As a

DEBATE: What were the most important short
term causes of World War II?

The most important short term causes
of World War II were the Munich Agreement
and the Nazi-Soviet Pact. The Munich
Agreement was an important cause because
Hitler wanted more power as he grew
stronger. That was the first step in his
expansion of land and territory. The second
cause was the Nazi-Soviet Pact because it
opened the way for Hitler to invade Poland
without fearing a Soviet attack. As a result,
Hitler’s foreign policy led to his invasion of
other countries and therefore to World War II.

Dimiti Guérin
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There were many short term causes
for World War II. One of the main short term
causes was the failure of the League of
Nations. This was created to prevent another
war from erupting, and one of the conditions
for joining the League was that countries
should not invade each other. However, Italy
and Germany violated this condition.
Mussolini invaded Abyssinia and Germany
invaded Czechoslovakia. After this, the
League of Nations was not taken seriously
any more, and Germany continued the
invasion, notably with Poland, which caused
Britain to declare war.
Another cause for World War II was
the reoccupation of the Rhineland, because
one of the terms of the Treaty of Versailles
was the prohibition of occupying this region.
The German army marched into the
Rhineland, to prepare for war, and this
violation of the treaty caused the French to
be really angry. This was a major short term
cause for World War II, as this was a danger
to the French and another important violation
of the treaty.

Marie Rachel
The most important short term causes
of World War II were the invasion of Poland
by the Nazis and Britain declaring war on
Germany. The invasion of Poland was an
important cause of World War II because
France agreed to fight in the war if Poland
got invaded on account of their alliance. As a
result of Germany invading Poland, Britain
declared war on Germans due to their
alliance. These factors led to World War II
because Hitler was expanding German
territory and this was breaking the conditions
of the treaties.

Chancellor was a short term cause because it
made the Nazi party a major part of the
German government for the first time (it gave
power to the Nazis). The German occupation
of the Rhineland was a powerful factor that
led to big
tension between France and Germany.
Therefore the short term causes above were
the most important factors leading to World
War II.

Nicolas Le Roy
There were several causes for World
War II, for instance the League of Nations’
failure and Anschluss. The League of Nations’
failure was a major cause because it did not
stop Hitler from invading Poland and
Mussolini from invading Abyssinia. This was
influential because the League was created to
prevent another war. Due to their failure,
they were not taken seriously. Another
important point to consider is Anschluss.
Hitler and the Austrians voted to reunite.
However this was banned by the League.
Consequently, the Allied powers disapproved
of this. Therefore the League of Nations’
failure and Anschluss were the two major
causes for World War II because Germany did
not respect the agreements made between
the countries.

Léna Turner

Alexia Lavaud
The most important short term causes
of World War II were the Global Depression,
Hitler becoming Chancellor and the Rhineland
occupation. The Global Depression brought
people to vote for fascists such as the Nazis
because no other political party said they had
the solution. The fact that Hitler became
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